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Are we living in a
“girls cook, boys work"
world?
By Yuki Koh

GENDER EXPECTATIONS

The concept of gender dictates how we live,
whether we realise it or not. It’s an identity
we cannot escape; as sociologists Candace
West and Don Zimmerman once said, we
don’t simply have a gender, we accomplish
the act of doing gender everyday.
We hear gender expectations and stereotypes everyday – phrases like “real men
don't cry”, “man up”, “sissy”, “tomboy”, and
worse things have been used to describe

men and women. These terms are used to
shame people into conforming into certain
gender expectations, and for a long time
now, it appears that these stereotypes have
remained relatively stagnant. Despite being
counted among the world’s best nations for
gender equality, certain gender expectations are still strong in Singapore.
Women are expected to lean towards
colours like pink, wear make-up to look

more professional at work, be more
prominent in parenting, and be the
stay-home housewife or caregiver.
Conversely, men are typically expected to
be breadwinners, be stoic and unmoveable
people who don’t cry, be good at math or
science, enjoy sports and outdoor activities,
and so on. The list of expectations is
endless – but does it hold for every
country?

INDIA
India is largely a conservative patriarchal
society where the locus of power resides in
men, while women are discriminated
against at every level, especially in the
office workplace or political participation,
which are disproportionately dominated by
men. Women are expected to take on the
roles of caretaker, housewife, or just wife,
and are often wedded through arranged
marriages. As such, many are often
deprived of a proper education unlike men,
because they are expected to stay at home
and only adhere to housekeeping duties.
Such inequality can get deadly. As women
generally contribute less to society and the

economy, many are not valued as much as
men, especially since India still practices the
prevalent but illegal dowry system in which
the bride’s in-laws are paid in cash or kind
upon marriage. In worst cases, this has led
to the deep-rooted and heinous infanticide
culture, where parents choose to kill baby
girls. Sadly, the practice continues to be
under-reported and ignored by many.
Although gender expectations and
stereotypes can be inaccurate perceptions
that generally mean no harm, India is a
country that demonstrates how when taken
to the extreme, these expectations can
become fatal.

JAPAN
Japan is known for how advanced they are
in terms of technology and their standard of
living. By extension, one may expect a
progressive and more inclusive society.
Ironically, Japan struggles with severe
gender inequality and is actually ranked
114th by the World Economic Forum in the
Global Gender Gap Report.
In this passive patriarchy, women in the
workforce often face a glass ceiling and
struggle to get promoted. They are not
expected to work as much as men. When it
comes to political representation, women
are generally less involved as well, with a
ratio of 1:5 in the cabinet. This stems from
the idea that once again, women are
expected to be domestic caretakers and

Moving forward
Constrained gender expectations don’t just hurt women – they hurt men too. While gender
stereotypes may be an inevitable part of human society, it is high time we put aside preconceived notions of people we meet or see. Thankfully, this era marks a time of increased civil
rights movements and heightened attention to how we approach the topic of gender equality.
Although we as a society are far from ideal standards, each step is a move in the right direction.
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dutiful mothers. Furthermore, while women
are expected to be quiet, demure, and
submissive, men are generally expected to
be part of the “boy’s club”.
Unfortunately, Japan faces its own set of
gender-based problems: it frequently fails to
take cases like groping, sexual harrassment,
and rape seriously. They are commonly
overlooked or casually dismissed – many
times because “boys” are expected to act
like “boys”, and women are expected to be
meek about such cases. This is a serious
power imbalance that needs to be corrected; change can only happen when Japanese
men learn to respect women and not follow
in the footsteps of their seniors.

Depending on your frame of reference, the word ‘Witch’ conjures up
either images of old hags with crooked noses and even crookeder
agendas, or innocent women who were once burned at the stakes by
malicious men of cloth. Either way, both of these references imply that
Witches were women who possess a certain power, and feared for their
magic and malice.
The idea that Witches wield supernatural powers comes from fiction –
their stories concocted by fearful men during what was probably the
‘fake news’ era of the Middle Ages.

Abracadabra!
by Yin Loon

Modern persecution of witches

The stigma and fear of old women as Witches still prevails across the world
today. Witch-hunts still happen when patriarchal communities sense
challenges or want to place blame on someone for something they don’t
understand.
A large proportion of older women across villages in Nigeria, Tanzania, and
India are tortured or murdered because they were feared for using “black
magic”, and blamed for misfortunes like failed harvests, infertility, or death.
Sometimes, they’re simply accused of witchcraft because men want to
confiscate their land or goods.
Much like in the Middle Ages, they were a convenient scapegoat because
older women – way past their reproductive ages – were seen as dispensable
in villages that have not experienced the benefits of modern education.

Witches as icons of change
Scholar Mary Beard argued that stories of Witches dating back to
antiquity seek to reinforce the male right to defeat female (ab)users
of power, suggesting that women are not entitled to power in the
first place. She challenges the fragility of misogynist patriarchy and
the traditional roles of womanhood, and therefore, the current
power dynamics.

THE ICON OF THE WITCH FROM PAST TO PRESENT

Witches in the Middle Ages
The first people accused of being Witches in early modern Europe
were older, independent women, often those over 50 years old and
living alone or don’t conform to societal norms. They could be
married more than once or never had children, and many were past
their reproductive age, hence – in the eyes of men – dispensable,
since the value of women often relied on their ability to reproduce.
According to historian Stephen Katz, they were considered “the
female group most difficult to assimilate” into the male dominated
social matrix. They were feared and reviled because they have taken
the power of free will for themselves, and sometimes because they
don’t conform to female beauty standards; some women were
tortured simply for being unfortunate enough to be ‘crone-like’,
snaggle-toothed or hairy lipped!
Massive-scale witch hunts took place between 1450–1750 when
Christianity took hold over the Western world, since Christian
doctrine recognises witchcraft as a form of Satanic influence.
Witches were blamed for everything from the death of husbands, to

Not all Witches were old – Joan of Arc was a woman who couldn’t
be controlled, who defied explanation, who rebelled, and wouldn’t
conform, so she was tried for witchcraft (and dressing like a man)
and burned alive. This punishment was reserved for Witches – most
other people were hung before being burned – because Christians
believed a burned body couldn’t be resurrected, hinting at how
fearful they were.
By the 1800s, witch-hunts tailed off, but the centuries-long smear
campaign wasn’t enough to snuff out Witches as a threat and a
symbol of empowerment.

Witches of fiction
Fairy tales like Sleeping Beauty and Snow White are classic
face-offs between the young, obedient princess who’s desired by
Prince Charming versus the unwanted older woman (the Witch)
who’s jealous and vengeful enough to kill children or torture
animals. Through these stories – written by men – we’re taught that
young, innocent beauties should be revered while older, opinionated women who stand up for themselves are evil and therefore,
Witches. We’re taught that men would save young, innocent
beauties and slay the old Witches.
But pop culture juggled the caricature of the Witch on screen.
Wizard of Oz (1939) and the TV series Bewitched (1960s) showed
that not all Witches were evil old hags created by fairy tales. By the
90s, teen girls – with their coming-of-age struggles to conform to a
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Perhaps a combination of fairy tales and a fear of change is why
Western society hasn’t grown out of the habit of portraying
powerful older women as evil Witches, especially in politics. In the
USA, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, Senator Elizabeth Warren and
Hilary Clinton are routinely taunted as Witches. In the UK, former
prime minister Theresa May was nicknamed the Wicked Witch of
Westminster, and Australia’s ex-prime minister Julia Gillard was
viewed as a godless, childless, unmarried Witch.

bad weather and other random misfortunes. Once they were
tortured into confession, Witches were burned or hung as an
attempt by society to police women and as convenient scapegoats
when things go wrong.

traditional society – perfectly embodied the Witch persona. The
societal outcast girls of The Craft (1996) and the teenage Sabrina
from the Chilling Adventures of Sabrina (2018) are the faces of
young Witches who push back when the going gets tough.
Halfway across the world in Japan, teen Witches are fighting
gender norms via ‘magical girls’, a manga and anime genre
featuring girls who use their magic or superhuman abilities to fight
evil rather than waiting for a male protagonist to rescue them. Titles
like Sailor Moon and Cardcaptor Sakura show how feminine
characters can also engage in traditionally masculine combat
without using brute strength. They represent both the young and
innocent, as well as opinionated girls who stand up for themselves.
Modern-day screenwriters are more attuned to the feminist
landscape, and they’re starting to rewrite classic tales that once
maligned Witches. Maleficent originally came into this world as
Sleeping Beauty’s jealous evil old Witch, demonised for her magic
which caused fear in the hearts of men. The 2014 film changed that
perception by explaining how she became a Witch through the
betrayals of men, and how at the end, she overcomes her stigma by
saving the cursed Aurora and fighting by her side. She’s a metaphor
for a new era where women stand up and unite against injustice.

These women are repositories of knowledge, relational skills, and
experience – but they’re portrayed as Witches of evil simply
because they’re women who challenged traditional male power and
societal norms. Had they been men, they wouldn’t have been
taunted or challenged – they would likely be elected into power.
We all know that men with less qualifications have been.
In recent years, it seems as if the history of old witch-hunts and the
90s wave of teen Witches – where women gather together and
hatch plots, obtaining unthinkable power – are turning the tables
on the men in power. Across the USA, neo-pagan Witches are
rising up against sexual predators – a manifestation of male
dominance over women – like Brock Turner, the supreme court
justice Brett Kavanaugh, and President Donald Trump himself.
Arguably the epitome of old school patriarchy, Trump has
consistently tweeted the term “WITCH HUNT” in caps whenever
he felt persecuted.
Whether it’s from Hollywood iconography, religious doctrine or
coming-of-age angst, the modern figure of Witches is one of
resistance. Sure, Witches these days have been co-opted into tepid
modern-day “spirituality” – think Wiccans and white magic – but
we should not forget that while the Witch icon has evolved, it stays
true to its roots: women who are nonconformist, knowledgeable,
powerful, independent, and a force to be reckoned with. It’s high
time Witches were celebrated, not persecuted.
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While Singapore is generally a crime-free
country, it has seen a rise in ‘outrage of
modesty’ cases in recent years. ‘Outrage of
modesty’ involves cases like molest as well
as voyeurism in the form of taking
unlawful videos of someone in the shower
or upskirt photos. Look at the news today,
and you’ll ﬁnd plenty of Peeping Tom and
upskirt incidents – the one thing that ties
them together is the fact that all the
perpetrators are men.

Crime and punishment

By Nina Gan

PEEP ING
TOMS

But not all perverts are the usual suspects
(ie. older ‘uncle’ types); for the past few
years now, what caught the attention of
the public was that many of the perpetrators were young, university-age students.

A typical perversion
of the male mind?

Secret videos

A majority of cases of ‘outrage of modesty’
committed by these young men don’t involve
physical contact. Their crimes mainly involved
the ﬁlming of females in obscene videos –
these include upskirt videos taken in public or
videos of women showering ﬁlmed by hidden
phone cameras.
In 2018, the ﬁrst public exposure of a Peeping
Tom was brought to light by NUS student
Monica Baey after she realised she was being
secretly ﬁlmed without her knowledge in her
dorm shower by fellow student, Nicholas Lim.
We all know how the saga went – the school
only sentenced Nicholas to a suspension for a
semester and he was made to write an apology
letter to her. No police action was taken.
The following years have been rife with
voyeurism cases involving mobile phones. In
February, a Yale-NUS student was charged with
27 weeks in jail for ﬁlming shower videos of 4
female students – a punishment that was
undoubtedly harsher than the slap on the wrist
Nicholas Lim received.
Other student-offenders include NUS student
Joel Rasis Ismail who was a ‘budding architect’,
and 17-year-old NTU student, Han Shiyu, who
was expelled from school for his misdeeds.
Even a 22-year-old Singaporean man from a
‘top university in Britain’ who came back for his
holidays couldn’t resist recording unlawful
videos of women showering.
Shower videos aren’t the only crimes – upskirt
videos seems to be a very popular perversion.
Perpetrators include SIM student Tham Heng
Yew who was arrested multiple times for
ﬁlming upskirt photos using a camera phone
hidden in his shoe, NUS student Luah Chao Zhi
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who was jailed for 8 weeks for his crimes, and
Republic Poly student Rayson Chee, who pled
guilty to ﬁlming upskirt videos earlier this year.
Women haven’t been the only victims, either.
In 2017, 27-year-old Colin Teo was caught
taking obscene videos of 33 men in public
toilets without their knowledge. On the same
weekend that Monica Baey’s incident went
viral, a 19-year-old guy was caught allegedly
taking photographs of another man showering
in a male toilet at NTU’s dorms.
These cases are just the tip of the iceberg.
Plenty more similar crimes go unpunished as
perpetrators manage to evade capture.

Urge overkill
Part of the reason that we’re seeing a lot of
university men committing these acts has to do
with a few factors. The ﬁrst is that they’re at
their peak of sexual urge, because their
testosterone – the hormone associated with sex
drive – levels are at their highest in their late
teens to 20s. Secondly, men generally get
aroused more easily than women when
viewing sexually-stimulating images, according
to researchers at Emory University.
Most importantly, the reason there are so many
university guys committing Peeping Tom
crimes is because their dorms present them
with relatively easy access to female toilets. It’s
a crime of opportunity.
The surge in upskirt videos points to two
obvious reasons: the prevalence of such videos
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in porn, and the fact that it’s easy to take one
wherever perpetrators are. In some parts of the
world, upskirt videos aren’t considered
‘obscene’ simply because it isn’t full exposure
since there’s a thin fabric that protects modesty.
But what’s clear is this: fabric or not, it doesn’t
change the fact that perverts still react to them.
Voyeurs aren’t a new phenomena – perverts
have been perverts since forever (after all, the
male brain area for sexual pursuit is 2.5 times
larger than the one in the female brain). The
only thing that’s changed over the years is
access to technology in the last 10 years when
smartphones came into the picture. What was
once a deed that was difﬁcult to accomplish can
now be easily done with a smartphone – this
means men can ﬁlm anytime they feel the
urge. This also means that it’s now easier than
ever to give in to temptation, even for those
who don’t have strong urges to do so.

In the Monica Baey case, the light sentencing
for Nicholas Lim’s crimes sent the wrong
message to would-be perpetrators. When
ﬁlming someone in the shower without their
knowledge was simply punishable by a slap on
the wrist, it’s no wonder men continued to
commit these crimes. It sends the message
that victims shouldn’t feel insulted or
threatened, and that they don’t have the
right to demand proper punishment.
After a lot of media attention, Peeping
Toms caught in the act have since
been taken to court and sentenced to
some form of punishment.

On the ﬂip side of the coin, punishments
meted out for insult to modesty only apply if
the victims are women.

would speak volumes of a
differentiated approach
to modesty."

This was put under the spotlight in the case of
Colin Teo, who was only punished for the crime
of taking obscene videos, not for ‘outraging the
modesty’ of the men he ﬁlmed. This is reﬂective
of how society regards the two sexes when it
comes to the value of a man’s modesty.
According to District Judge Kenneth Yap who
presided over Colin’s case, "The fact that male
urinals and changing rooms are typically more
'open concept' than their female equivalents
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Perversion disorder?
We don’t really know why these
male students decided to do
what they did, seeing as they’re
in the prime of their life with no major stresses
of the real world, like having to provide for the
family. These young men seemed ‘normal’ –
none seemed to have underlying psychological
issues, or suffered from any abuse. Nicholas
Lim even had a girlfriend.
When asked why they did what they did, their
only explanations usually revolve around the “I
couldn’t help it” excuse, or the “I did it for stress
relief.” However, both of these excuses could
stem from a voyeuristic disorder (read: mental
health issue).
According to forensic psychologist Dr. Julia
Lam, the lifetime prevalence of voyeuristic
disorder is estimated to be 12% in males

(compared to 4% in females). She views
extreme cases of voyeurism as a compulsion,
obsession and/or an addiction. Voyeurs are
more likely to masturbate or have sexual
fantasies while watching someone rather than
having sex with them.
Most of these criminal voyeurs who “can’t help
themselves” have a long history of engaging in
excessive masturbation and pornography use.
It seems their interest in peeping and
upskirting stems from adolescence, and that
their urges to upskirt for the purposes of
masturbation is so overwhelming that they
give in to temptation.
Clinical psychologist Joel Yang surmises that
the habit often begins with a pornography
addiction that becomes stale, and in order to
obtain the same level of stimulation, some

progress to taking the videos themselves to
add the thrill of “getting away with something”.
These could also be maladaptive ways of
coping with stress or boredom.
“Stress relief” was also reported as a reason for
voyeurism by one of Dr. Lam’s patients – a male
university student who was active in sports. To
relieve stress from major sporting events or
exams, he masturbated excessively as a ‘coping
strategy’. This led to upskirting, where he felt
compelled to satiate his urges even though he
didn’t enjoy the act (apparently).

Where do we go from here?
While the number of cases of voyeurism in
Singapore doesn't compare to South Korea,
there’s been a considerable number of Peeping
Toms in recent years engaged in ﬁlming
unlawful videos who were arrested, prosecuted,
and incarcerated.
Although victims of voyeurism aren’t physically
assaulted, it doesn’t mean that emotional and
psychological damage isn’t there. While
voyeurs have been around for ages, Peeping
Toms these days have modern tools like
smartphones that make it easier to commit
their crimes. As such, they continue to accrue
obscene videos for their own pleasure until
they get caught (some voyeurs manage to
amass thousands of these obscene videos prior
to being arrested).

Is there any hope of redemption for these
perverts? The good news is that psychiatrists
have had success in treating voyeurs with a
combination of medication and therapy.
However, many offenders struggle with
admitting they have a problem in the ﬁrst
place, according to Dr Cheow Enquan, a
consultant at IMH. The reason is simple:
admitting to voyeurism means admitting to a
mental disorder, and in Singapore, it’s widely
considered a social stigma.
Until we all accept that mental illness – no
matter what kind – is not something to be
joked about, shoved under the carpet, or
treated lightly, we won’t be able to give these
men the help they need, and vicariously, give
women the peace of mind they deserve.
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I got it,
I got it
Zeus. Apollo. Hercules.
When we think of these Greek Gods, we all imagine statues of large,
muscled ethereal beings who are the epitome of power, strength, and
masculinity. But, the concept of gender in ancient mythology is not as
binary as we might think. Throughout ancient Greek mythology, tales of
gender ﬂuidity and transvestism
were simply part of everyday society.

Gender fluidity
of Greek Gods

not again,
Zeus...

Under the Toga
by Nina Gan

Dude looks like a lady

does callisto
know it’s me?
Zeus

Revenge is
mine, Thrym

Yay,
thor
Thor

Loki
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Artemis

magniﬁcent warrior, got married, and had a
child. He later took part in the Trojan War
where he died in battle because of his heel.
A similar upbringing was experienced by
Dionysus – the god of wine and wild parties
– who is sometimes depicted as an
effeminate, long-haired youth. First
assigned male, he then lived as a girl until
reaching adulthood, when he embraced a
bigender identity and went on to have
orgies with both men and women.
Not all Gods dressed as women for their
own gains. Demigod Hercules spent a year
as a slave to Queen Omphale in order to
atone for his own sins. As a slave, he was
made to wear women’s clothes and sit at the
spinning wheel, which was normally a
woman’s place. He apparently wore the
feminine look so well that he attracted the
amorous attention of Pan, the half-manhalf-goat god.

Norse Gods too
Even Norse Gods – like Thor, Loki, and Odin
– have similar inclinations. Thunder god
Thor once cross-dressed as a bride in a plot
to steal back his stolen hammer back from a

who is that
pretty boy?

There were plenty of same-sex couples in
Greek mythology, mostly involving sugar
daddy-type relationships. These were based
on the custom of paiderastia (pederasty), a
Greek practice where adult men maintain
erotic relationships with adolescent boys.
The younger mortal men – called eromenoi
– usually end up dead.

Callisto had taken a vow of chastity as she
was a devotee of the powerful goddess
Artemis (who happens to be Zeus’
daughter). In order to seduce Callisto, Zeus
used his godly powers to take the form of
Artemis and basically seduced/raped her in
that form. Imagine Zeus being in a woman’s
body (his own daughter’s), raping another
woman. As odd as it sounds, Callisto
eventually became pregnant, but that’s
another story altogether.
The Trojan War hero Achilles also had
experience with cross-dressing
when he was a child. His mother
disguised him as a girl and sent
him to live among the maidens
in order to keep him from
going to war. From a
cross-dressing child, Achilles
eventually grew up as a

Zephyros

Apollo

People often blame homesexuality as a
modern-day transgression, but it was
already pretty commonplace thousands of
years ago in ancient Greece. It wasn’t just
the Spartan warriors who were intimately
connected with their fellow men, even
Greek Gods were known to dally in
homosexual relationships.

i’m your
idol

Across ancient Greek culture, having a man
donning female dress is not unheard of.

Perhaps the most famous same-sex affair
goes back to the philandering god Zeus,
who was besotted with the “most beautiful
of all mortals” – a Trojan prince named
Ganymede (no, not ‘the-face-that-launcheda-thousand-ships’ Helen of Troy). He was so
beautiful that Zeus turned himself into an
eagle and kidnapped him, bringing him to
Mt. Olympus to serve as cup-bearer (a sort
of fancy teaboy) and, of course, as his lover.

Hyacinthus

Love in the time of Gods

Hera

Even Zeus – the king of gods, the ruler of
Mt. Olympus – was not above cross-dressing
to get what he wanted. For all accounts, he
was a ‘man’s man’ who unfortunately had a
habit of collecting lovers (to the chagrin of
his wife, Hera). Being an all-powerful god,
lovers fell at his feet – except when it came
to a nymph called Callisto.

relationship with Iolaus was actually
enshrined in Thebes, where male couples of
the day would exchange vows and pledges
at his tomb.

catch my
discus

Callisto

Such was the case with a beautiful, young
Spartan man called Hyacinthus who was
famously known as the lover of the god
Apollo. Hyacinthus was accidentally killed
when he tried to catch Apollo’s discus which
struck him in the head instead. The
distraught Apollo then turned his dead
lover into a ﬂower: the hyacinth.
However, Apollo wasn’t Hyacinthus’ ﬁrst
man – he was already in a sort-of relationship with a bard named Thamyris prior to
Apollo showing up. Being a god, Apollo
easily stole the young man’s love and
attention away from Thamyris. And while
frolicking with Apollo, Hyacinthus caught
the attention of another male – the god

giant named Thrym – with Loki dressed as
his bridesmaid. On a separate occasion,
shape-shifting Loki actually turned himself
into a mare... and gave birth to an
eight-legged horse.
Odin – the Norse counterpart to Zeus – was
also a philanderer and shapeshifter like
Zeus. However, Odin was considered
effeminate because he was a master of seid,
a Norse form of magic normally performed
by women that allows them to walk
“between” genders.

Zephyros, who managed to have a ﬂing with
the boy. Hyacinthus was undoubtedly a
man-magnet.
There have been many other same-sex
relations between gods and mortals:
Dionysus and Ampelos, Hermes and Krokus,
Poseidon and Pelops, and many more. Even
mighty Achilles was known to have a thing
with his wartime companion, Patroclus.
The demigod Hercules, while proven virile
with the women, had a long, long list of
male lovers. Notable lovers include
Abderos, who got eaten by horses he was
supposed to look after for Hercules; Hylas,
who was Hercules’ companion when
he sailed on the Argo; and
Iolaus, who was
with Hercules
when he
chopped off
Hydra's many
heads. The

sure, i’ll hold
your cup...

Ganymende is described as being so
attractive that he inspired amorous
attraction from other males, and is often
portrayed as the god of homosexual love.
His name means ‘gladdening prince’ – or
‘gladdening genitals’, depending on
context.
Zeus and Ganymede had a pretty long
relationship despite Zeus’ constant inﬁdelity.
Towards the end of the era of Gods, Zeus
made Ganymede immortal by sending him
to the stars as part of the Zodiac constellation where he shines as Aquarius (which
means ‘cup-bearer’).

hey gorgeous,
come to olympus and
be my cup-bearer

Ganymede
Zeus

Two-in-one
According to Greek mythology, before the
world was created, there was an egg world.
That egg would eventually be broken by
Kronos (god of time) and Ananke (god of
inevitability), and from that egg came
Phanes. With two faces and two sexes, this
primal god represented the ability to
reproduce, and was the one to initiate life.

why is pan
staring?

Pan
Hercules

It probably comes as no surprise then, that
even gender neutrality has a god. Hermaphroditus has long been a symbol of
androgyny or effeminacy, and in Greco-Roman art was portrayed as a female ﬁgure
with male genitals. According to stories, he
was once a handsome youth who attracted
the eye of a nymph who prayed to be
united with him, and the gods answered her
prayers by merging their two bodies into

one. Hermaphroditus was the son of the
gods Hermes (the winged messenger) and
Aphrodite (goddess of beauty), and his
name is a mash-up of theirs. The word
‘hermaphrodite’ is named after him.
Not all intersex gods were worshipped. The
Greek goddess Agdistis – an offspring of
Zeus – has a body that
appeared outwardly feminine,
but possessed both male and
female sexual organs. Her
bi-sexed body was perceived
as a threat to the gods who
feared that her body made her
so powerful that she'd take
over the world, so Dionysus
came up with a brutal method
to castrate Agdistis.

All is fair in love
Mortals throughout history have looked
to the gods for guidance, reassurance,
and acceptance regardless of their
sexuality. Tales of Greek Gods are full of
what would be considered aberrant
behaviour when it comes to these
salacious stories. But whether it’s a
divine cup-bearer or male lovers on Mt.
Olympus, tolerance is often presented as
a sign of civilisation’s advancement – and
a reading of Greek mythology reveals a
greater acceptance of gender identity in
ancient Athens than we often see today.
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Men are
from Mars

How diseases affect men
and women differently

By Yin Loon
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Putting aside obvious differences in diseases like prostate cancer (only affects men) and
ovarian cancer (only affects women), medical data has historically been affected by
gender-biases. This means that the rate of occurrence, mortality rate or symptoms are not
the same in men as in women.
Nicole Bender’s article on Vital Record explains how diseases affect men and women
differently, with data from Dr. Farida Sohrabji of the Department of Neurosciences and
Experimental Therapeutics at Texas A&M College of Medicine. She notes that the same
disease may biologically present itself in men and women differently, and that sex (being
male or female) affects diseases on a biological level, whereas gender (based on
behavioral, social, and psychological factors) might impact the manner in which a person
responds to such diseases.

It’s just biological
One example of different biological reactions in different sexes can be seen in stroke
victims. Usually, the symptoms of a stroke are the drooping of one side of the face,
slurred speech or the inability to raise your hand above your
shoulder. However, women may report their stroke
symptoms very differently – women often
experience a headache or migraine, pain in the
jaw or neck or feel confused and anxious.
This could mean that women may be misdiagnosed or fail to recognise the occurrence – and
seek immediate treatment – in the absence of
wide-spread knowledge regarding these
differences.

Why gender matters
While the physiology of men and women may
present different symptoms to the same
disease, gender differences also play a role.
Cultural attitudes often drive how diseases are
diagnosed and progress in men versus women.
For instance, men may not get tested for
diseases like breast cancer because people
think it only affects women. Men also don’t get
diagnosed or treated for pituitary adenomas
(small tumors that form on the pituitary gland)
until much later even though they tend to
develop larger tumors; this is because it’s also
prevalent in women with irregular menstruation or inability to conceive, and they’re more
likely to see a doctor in the earlier stages.

going hormonal

difference in dosage

Men and women have different levels of hormones: men
have more testosterone, women have more progesterone
and estrogen.

The difference in sex also present in medication,
since they metabolise in men differently than they do
in women. This could result in negative side effects if
improperly prescribed. For instance, 100mg of
medication works for a 200lb man, but it cannot
simply be dialed down for a 150lb female.

Pre-menopausal women often have lower rates of
infections because estrogen is an anti-inﬂammatory
compound – however, it also means that women also tend
to suffer from autoimmune diseases like multiple sclerosis
or lupus at much higher levels. As women progress towards
menopause, they will begin to
develop diseases – like
stroke – as the
protective
estrogen levels
drop. Since women
tend to outlive
men, these diseases
may affect more
women than men as
they grow older.
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the future of medicine
While it’s glaringly obvious that both men and women
behave and react differently to the same diseases, many
basic medical studies still tend to be conducted on males
only because of cost and convenience, since they don’t
have to account for variables resulting from women’s
estrous cycle. Luckily, clinical trials – ones that result in producing drugs for the
general public – require both male and female participation.
Even though diseases are often generalised, healthcare is becoming more
specialised and individualised. We can all make better health decisions by
taking into account not only someone’s genetic makeup and age, but also their
sex and gender.
Stay safe. ©2020 Gemma Correll.
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